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Negotiations are underway! We began negotiations April 24 for a very brief session where
Oregon Nurses Association (ONA) presented opening proposals to Providence Milwaukie
Hospital. We met again May 2, 8, and 14. We haven’t made very much progress so far as
the hospital started off by packaging their proposals and has identified clinical ladder as a
key issue that they need to be resolved before they are willing to make any more
movement on economic issues.
The hospital is insisting that the clinical ladder is not as “rigorous” as they believe it should
be and they want a clinical ladder (CL) review committee (made up of four CL board
nurses) to review and revise the ladder. They would like to suspend all new applications
until after this review process has been completed and the hospital and the union agree to
the changes. Your bargaining team has been working on responding to these proposals,
and asserting that any changes shall not make the CL more rigorous than what exists at
the other ONA represented Providence facilities.
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A BRIEF SUMMARY OF WHERE WE ARE AT
Article 1 Recognition: No change

differential.

Article 2 Definitions: ONA proposed
modifying the charge nurse definition and
the hospital has said NO. The hospital has
proposed to modify the definition of a
preceptor. ONA has indicated willingness to
agree based on the hospital’s willingness to
agree to an increase in the preceptor

Article 3 Non Discrimination: No change
Article 4 Management Rights: No change
Article 5 Hours of Work: ONA proposed
language that allows for paid time away from
(Continued on page 2)
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patient care duties to complete Healthstreams. The
hospital has made some agreement here, but has
packaged this article with Article 13 Education.
Article 6 Work Schedules: ONA proposed language to
clarify that extra weekend shifts off will be rotated fairly.
The hospital has responded with what we feel is very
weak language.

shift in order to attend educational programs. As you may
know, ONA currently has a grievance over this issue that
is scheduled for arbitration at the end of June. ONA is
holding firm to our position that 12-hour shift nurses can
access the pool of 900 hours to make them whole when
taking a day off to attend an educational program.

Article 14 Paid Time Off (PTO): ONA proposed language
to clarify that a nurse will not have to use PTO if they work
Article 7 Compensation: ONA has proposed 3 percent in in a unit that is closed for on a holiday and the hospital has
the first year, 3 percent in the second year and 4 percent
agreed to this. The hospital has packaged this article with
for a third year (if we can agree on a three year contract). their economic and CL proposals.
The hospital has proposed 1.5 percent in the first year, 1.5
percent in the second year, and 1.5 percent in the third
Article 15 Extended Illness Time (EIT): No change
year (if we can agree on a three year contract). We know
that Providence Portland Medical center (PPMC),
Article 16 Floating: The hospital has proposed some
Providence St. Vincent Medical Center (PSVMC),
language here to allow for nurses to change their float
Providence Home Health & Hospice (PHHH) and
status at any time rather than just once per year. ONA has
Providence Seaside Hospital (PSH) all received 2 percent not made any agreement here yet.
and a 0.4 percent bonus for 2013 and 2.5 percent for
Article 17 Staff Reduction: ONA has proposed new
2014.
language here to mirror the new layoff language that the
Article 8 Differentials: ONA has proposed increases in
other Providence facilities received this past winter. This
most differentials and proposed weekend differential
language will provide more clarity on the process and
language. The hospital has proposed to increase two
options during layoffs. We are still working on this
differentials by five cents and three other differentials by
language.
ten cents. The hospital has stated that they do not see a
need to create any weekend shift differential as they are
Article 18 Severance: No change (although there is new
not having any difficulty in getting nurses to work on
language on severance during layoff that ONA proposed
weekends.
under Article 17- this is the same language that the other
Providence facilities received this past winter).
Article 9 Standby Compensation: ONA has proposed
increases here as well and the hospital has proposed a 10 Article 19 Uniforms: No change
cent increase here.
Article 20 Seniority: ONA proposed language to
Article 10 Extra Shifts: ONA proposed an increase here increase seniority re-hire rights from six months to twelve
to match our proposal on weekend differentials. The
months. The hospital has agreed to this.
hospital has not agreed to anything here.
Article 21 Introductory Period and Discipline: No
Article 11 Health Benefits: ONA has proposed adding all change
of the same language to our contract that PPMC got in
their contract this past winter. We are still working on this Article 22 Job Vacancies: No change
language.
Article 23 Personnel Files: No change
Article 12 Pensions: No change
Article 24 Evaluations: ONA has proposed to remove
Article 13 Professional Development: ONA proposed
language in section B2 that allows managers to solicit
some clean up here to clarify that required education is
input on a nurse’s performance from other employees for
paid by the hospital. The hospital has proposed language use in evaluations. The hospital has not agreed to this.
to prevent nurses from accessing the pool of 900 hours in
order to get four hours to make up for the loss of a 12-hour Article 25 Ethical Practices: No change
(Continued on page 3)
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Article 26 Task Force: No change

Article 41 Staffing: No change

Article 27 Equipment: No change

Article 42 Duration and Termination: Still working on this
one

Article 28 Health and Safety: No change
Article 29 Leaves of Absence- ONA proposed new
language that allows part time nurses who are NOT
covered under Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)/Oregon
Family Leave Act (OFLA) to be eligible to take up to six
months off (not intermittently) for their own serious health
condition (employee only, not family members). During this
time off Providence will continue health benefits as long as
the nurse has PTO/EIT to use and nurses utilizing this
leave will not be guaranteed reinstatement to the same
position. This is the same new language that the other
Providence facilities got in their last round of negotiations
this past winter. The hospital has agreed to this language
with the caveat that use of the six month personal leave
time will count toward this six month maximum.
Article 30 Union Membership: ONA has proposed a fair
share provision that is similar to all of the other ONA
represented Providence facilities and the hospital has said
No.
Article 31 Bulletin Boards: No change
Article 32 Information Provided to the Union: No
change
Article 33 Stewards and Orientation: No change
Article 34 Union Access: No change
Article 35 Union Representatives: No change
Article 36 Grievance Procedure: No change
Article 37 No Strike/No Lockout: No change
Article 38 Separability: No change
Article 39 Successors: No change
Article 40 Professional Nursing Care Committee: No
change

Appendix A Certifications: The hospital proposed
removing the certifications for the Women’s Health and
Family Maternity Center due to the unit closure and ONA
has agreed to this with the caveat that if such positions
ever return to the hospital that these certifications will be
recognized. ONA proposed adding Gerontological Nurse
certification to the emergency department and the hospital
has agreed.
Appendix B Operating Room Standby and Call-Back:
No change
Appendix C Clinical Ladder: The hospital has proposed
some major revisions to this section and packaged these
proposals with all of their economic proposals. The hospital
is insisting that the CL is not as rigorous as they believe it
should be and they want a CL review committee (made up
of four CL board nurses) to review and revise the ladder.
They would like to suspend all new applications until after
this review process has been completed and the hospital
and the union agree to the changes. Your bargaining team
has been working on responding to these proposals, and
asserting that any changes shall not make the CL more
rigorous than what exists at the other ONA represented
Providence facilities.
Appendix D Health Insurance: ONA has proposed to
have all of the same language regarding Health Insurance
that the other Providence facilities got in their last round of
bargaining this past winter. We are still working on this.
New Articles: ONA proposed new language to address
restructures & relocations as well as recognizing seniority
of nurses from other bargaining units and addressing what
happens if a nurse is laid off elsewhere in the Providence
system and would like to fill a vacancy at the hospital. ONA
believes that meaningful layoff rights are important and
having a good process that is easy to understand is
important. Your current article addressing layoffs does not
provide for what your ONA bargaining team believes is a
good process. Stay tuned for further updates as we work
on these issues.

Check out ONA on Facebook and YouTube
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OregonNursesAssociation
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/OregonNurses
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